
The Impact of Blues on the Modem Music Industry in the United States

In Brother West: Living and Loving Out Loud, A Memoir, Gomel West, a philosopher

that often voices his views on race matters, said that "the blues started off in some field... blew

over to the next plantation, and then the next state. The blues went south to north, got electrified

and even sanctified. The blues got mixed up with jazz and gospel and rock and roll" (GoodReads

1). West describes the diffusion of blues music fi-om its origins and its evolution into other forms

and genres of music that eventually transformed into the music that is listened to by millions of

people today. By going through the history of music, popular music fi*om today can be traced

back to blues music and shows similarities to classic blues music, as well. The blues had the

greatest effect on the modem day music industry in America compared to other genres of music,

such as classical music, as seen in the long history of blues music.

W.C. Handy, a blues composer, is known as the "Father of Blues," due to his contribution

to the genre and his recognition of blues as a unique and influential genre of music. He first

discovered blues when he heard a musician on the street, singing the same line while strumming

a guitar with a knife. Handy gravitated toward the unusual sound and eventually helped

popularize blues music with the release of his song, "Memphis Blues", which was one of the first

blues songs to be published as sheet music. Before Handy, however, the blues was already

common amongst African American slaves in the South, where its roots were. What started as

work songs and chants became "rural music that captured the suffering, anguish-and hopes-of

300 years of slavery and tenant farming" ("What is Blues" 1).

With artists such as W.C. Handy and the movement of AMcan American slaves from the

South to the North to escape racial discrimination, blues music was able to diffuse all over
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America and beyond, evolving as it spread. With a wider audience and changing times, the blues

began to inspire new artists and new forms of music. Established bands like the Beatles and

white musicians in Europe began adopting blues music and "created gritty rock and roll that

openly displayed its blues influences" ("What is Blues" 1). With new contributions to the genre,

subgenres including electrified blues and country blues and entirely new ones like rock and roll

and soul began emerging fi-om traditional blues music. From these, genres like rhythm and soul,

jazz, gospel, funk, and popular music came to be and can be traced back to blues.

In popular music today, there is a presence of influences from blues music that can be

seen by examining the similarities in ideas and technical elements that include "musical styles,

forms (12-bar blues), melodies, and the blues scale" {Impact of the Blues on Other Forms of

Popular Music 1). The lyrics of blues songs were commonly about unfairness and identifying

with people who struggled from the same discrimination during a time when slavery was widely

practiced in America. Today, many songs still have these common themes despite slavery being

outlawed. Music continues to be an outlet for self expression and a medium of voicing opinions.

Singers, songwriters, and other members of the music industry are now fighting against different

ideas that they disagree with such as discrimination and prejudice. For instance, the Grammy

nominated track for Song of the Year in 2012, Macklemore and Ryan Lewis' "Same Love," is

about gay marriage and calls for acceptance of all people, regardless of sexuality or race.

Traditional blues songs often repeat meaningful lines and this is still present with the repetition

of the chorus in music today. Also, many technical elements remain in use because blues set a

basis for the instrumental part for much of music. The notorious 12-bar blues and the blue scales

can be seen in coimtless pieces of music throughout time fi"om George Gershwin's orchestral
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work, "Rhapsody in Blue," to more recent songs such as Duffy's "Mercy" and U2's "I Still

Haven't Found What I'm Looking For". Another defining characteristic of blues music include

the instruments used. Instruments commonly heard in blues songs include the bass, guitar, drums

and harmonica. These classic blues staples are still being adapted and used in modem music.

Some musicians disagree with blues being labeled as the most influential genre to

modem day music. Many propose that other genres such as classical music had the most impact

on today's popular music genre. It's been argued that songs by modem, popular artists such as

"Adele's songs owe everything to Schubert and [that] sampling wouldn't exist without Dvorak"

(Tilden 1). Many songs have been influenced by classical music, but the underlying basis of

blues music is more dominant in modem music, including in songs written and sung by Adele.

While composers such as Schubert and Dvor^ might have contributed inspiration, they do not

hold responsibility for the entire existence of Adele's songs or the way they sound. Many of her

songs, including one of her most famous songs, "Rolling in the Deep," resemble blues music

more than they resemble classical music, exhibiting some of the blues influences that have

already been discussed. Also, many people believe that a decrease in popularity of blues music

means that it is not significant in musical history. While classic blues songs are not currently

being released, the same elements that were used in the songs that were made centuries ago are

still being used in pop songs today. Another argument made by many musicians that believe

classical music is the most influential genre for modem music is that classical music developed

in Europe before blues music did in America. However, the blues developed completely on its

own, independently, in an isolated part of America where classical music was not influential or

popular. It then later evolved into today's popular music after undergoing many transformations
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and altering into other genres. Classical music and other genres of music are not as influential to

modem day music as blues which "virtually all modem music in the West owes a profound debt

to... If not for [blues]... there would be... no soul and no jazz - and hence no R'B, no rock and

roll, no rap, no hip hop and no fimk" ("Story of Blues" 1).

In conclusion, Gomel West was correct in his description of how blues music spread and

evolved into many forms of music and eventually became modem music, while others who

believe that other genres influenced the modem music industry more are mistaken. Blues music

provided the basis for many genres of music in America and for the popular music of today. The

history of blues music began with African American slaves in the South and eventually became

the music that we listen to today. Perhaps in the future, blues music will continue to evolve and

still be the fundamental backbone of popular music; nonetheless, it will still continue to be the

inspiration for many genres present in America throughout history and many more types of

music that branch from modem music.
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Ind iv idua l Reflect ion

My group decided that we wanted the topic of our project to be about music because it

was something that all of us were interested in and all have in common; all of my group

members play or have played musical instruments. We struggled to pose a question that would

easily be researchable and presentable for multiple lenses. Also, as we discussed possible project

topics that had to do with music, we ran into some disagreements about which genre of music we

wanted to focus on and which ones were better or more influential than others. This led us to ask

the question that we centered our project around: which genre of music most influenced the

modem music industry in the United States in the 19th and 20th centuries?

Originally, I believed that classical music had the most impact on popular music. As a

classical musician, I am constantly reminded of its importance. Many music theory classes that

I've taken discuss how classical music inspired other genres of music and how many types of

music evolved from classical music. Since it is one of the oldest genres of music, I assumed it

had the most impact on music, even in the United States. However, as I started to research into

which genre was the most influential, my mind started opening up to the idea that blues music

had the greatest affect on modem music. Some of my other group mates argued for it, but since it

was a branch of music that was unpopular, I quickly dismissed that idea and thought that

classical music probably led to the creation of blues music. Some of my other group members

also argued for rock and roll music but they came back with similar conclusions to mine. I was

assigned the historical lense, and learning more about the origins of blues music helped to

develop my perception. I leamed that the blues arose independently in the Deep South of the

United States, far away from the influence of classical music. It evolved from chants and songs
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that were sung by slaves working the plantations and became a genre of music that represented

the oppression of a group of people. It later followed these people as they spread across the

United States and the globe, and transformed into new types of sounds and music, including the

popular music that is listened to today. Researching the origins and history of the blues helped

change my opinion of what genre of music is the most influential on the modem music industry.

Also, researching the expansion and evolution of blues, the technical elements of traditional

blues music, the cultural and political associations, and the economic effects made us believe that

the blues impacted the modem music industry more than any other genre of music, including

classical music and rock and roll.

I approached the process of researching by attempted to gain information from the variety

of sources available to me. I started with asking my friends that believed blues was the most

influential genre of music why they thought so, and then conducted more concrete research on

the intemet for facts and opinions from more revered and credible sources such as NPR.

Working with a group deepened my thinking by forcing me to be more open to new ideas that I

initially disagreed with. This led to my perspective shifting to a new idea that blues is the most

impactfril genre of music. Had my groupmates not pointed out the blues as a possible candidate

for the title, I probably would not have even considered it as an option since traditional blues is

not a popular genre of music anymore. These new ideas also drove me to research more in

depthly into my topic, because I wanted to be as knowledgeable as them.

Working with a group not only broaden my thinking to encompass many different

possibilities, it also provided an interesting new work environment. Combining our individual

papers into one group paper was a challenge, but it forced all of us to learn each others research
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and pose questions to others within our group. This allowed us to learn a lot about the blues from

many different perspectives without all having to do the same research. It also provided a way to

peer edit and critique each other in a comfortable environment because we all wished to be

helpful and succeed. With a group of people relying on me to uphold the information on my

lense, I was influenced to communicate with them, blend my information with theirs and look for

connections, and also simplify and condense the information and research that I did in order to

make it easy to understand and concise for our presentation.

Overall, I believe our group paper and group presentation was a success. I am very proud

of how well we worked together, combined our information, and presented the conclusions that

we reached. Our multimedia presentation and defense displayed how our imderstandings of the

question that we posed ourselves changed, how we came to the conclusion that blues was the

most influential genre of music, and our group dynamic.
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